
Building the world’s digital B2B tech ecosystem



The 
Challenge
New innovations are key to solving our 
biggest societal challenges such as climate 
change or rapid, mass production of vaccines 
for pandemics.

But the speed of scaling innovation is 
asymmetric in different places, causing large 
inequalities in economic opportunities.

As a result, new companies thrive in a few 
"hot-spots" where the density of investors, 
business partners and tech-companies  is 
highest, while stagnating everywhere else.

CBinsights’ data on private companies that reached a valuation of $1bn+ since 
2010. The graphic shows the total sum of new $1bn+ companies’ valuations per 
city or country. It displays the massive centralization of new rising industries. 

https://www.cbinsights.com/research-unicorn-companies


Analog 
B2B culture 

Be part of innovation 
hubs & incubators

Scout databases

Be a member of 
public business 

associations 

Use online social 
networks 

Be part of research 
clusters

Participate in trade 
fairs

Join business 
conferences

Be part of industry 
associations

Thriving as a business-to-business (B2B) company depends on finding the right business contacts. To 
do so, buyers, sellers, investors and innovators use various channels to find business partners.

But instead of having a highly concentrated business community like Silicon Valley, especially European 
businesses rely on "disconnected" networking channels such as fairs, conferences and hubs. These 
channels are at a disadvantage by being mostly analog and in-person.

Channels of conventional B2B networking
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Our 
Solution
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If the local density of business partners in innovation “hot spots” 
can be simulated through a digital medium, then economic 
opportunities can be accessed everywhere.

We're creating a system that digitizes analog business 
communities/networks and interconnects traditional business 
channels.

Our solution is a plug and play B2B platform software for digital 
communities and marketplaces. LoftOS enables business clusters 
and B2B communities of all kinds to digitize & interconnect.

By connecting platforms from different countries and sectors, 
international collaboration and cross-industry innovations are 
fostered. 

Our vision is to build a global, digital B2B tech ecosystem.



LoftOS – Digitize 
B2B Communities

The LoftOS technology provides web platforms as a 
service that can be customized to serve different use-cases. 
With different selectable modules and functions, each 
platform is designed according to a client’s brand.

Platforms share a data-standard that enables their users to 
communicate or exchange data cross-platform in a linked 
digital ecosystem.

A module represents major sections of the web platform 
that can be found in the navigation panel.

We refer to functions as web platform applications and 
functionalities that can be found either on or across 
modules.

neue screenshots



LoftOS 
Modules

Requests
Enable users to ask the network for specific solutions or 
technologies, either publicly or anonymously.

Offers
A showcase for different products, tech and services of each 
community member, assigned to a “contact” user.

Events
Enable virtual events and networking sessions for the 
community directly through the platform or by integrating 
external tools.

Organisations
Represent organisations with personal and institutional profiles, 
managed by the respective users.

Further modules

Feed

People
News

Projects

Groups

Admin Area

+
+
+
+
+
+



LoftOS 
Functions
Matching
Automatically introduces new business contacts to your members, based on 
individual products and requests.

Chat System
Stakeholders can contact other network users directly through the integrated 
chat system. A key feature to drive new collaborations and deals.

Video Meetings
Users can schedule meetings and talk directly with each other over video 
conferencing on the platform.

Automated Live Translation
The world leading AI translation system automatically translates content, 
removing language barriers from the equation.

Further Functions
Personal Calendar

Global Search

User Settings

Shared Ecosystem

+
+
+
+

Invitation System

Applications

Registration & Login

Analytics

Categories and Filters

System Mails & Notifications

+
+
+

+
+
+



Innoloft 
Ecosystem
Network operators use LoftOS to digitize or monetize their 
communities. 

The B2B networks and marketplaces powered by LoftOS are 
linked together in a decentralized digital "Silicon Valley". This 
means that several individual B2B networks can exchange 
business opportunities and needs between each other.

The ecosystem multiplies the reach of each participating 
network and thus the added value for users. 
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Startups

Find customers, 
investors and partners.

Cluster Manager

Represent, engage 
& manage their B2B 

community.

Accelerator Community
Manager

Digitize application process 
and startup sourcing.

Sellers (B2B)

Publish products to find 
leads, customer 

engagement.

Innovation Managers

Scout innovative 
companies & solutions.

Investors

Deal sourcing and 
market comparison.

Event Organizers

Digital events solution 
with included participant 

marketing.

Buyers (B2B)

Find suppliers easily, 
comparison, technology 

scouting.

Research Institute
Manager

Find industry partners, 
technology 

commercialization.



Traction of 
the Innoloft 
Ecosystem
The Innoloft Ecosystem is the shared B2B network that 
connects all LoftOS platforms, a key feature of the 
product.

By connecting platforms from different countries and 
sectors, international collaboration and cross-industry 
innovations are fostered.

40+
Platforms/
Networks
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Countries

14.000+
Users

3.400+
Products

1.500+
Public business 

requests

~1500
New business 

relations initiated 
per month

Energy & 
Environment

Health & 
FoodTechIT & ICT

Banking & 
Finance

Others

Smart City & 
Buildings

Mobility & 
Logistics

Industry 
4.0

Corporates

Research 
Institutes

Startups

Accelerators

Public 
Institutions

Investors

Major industry representation
Selected companies that use Innoloft Ecosystem for 
innovation scouting, partnering and sales already

 



Jorian Bos, Senior Business Developer at the 
European Institute of Innovation and 
Technology - EIT Digital and former serial 
entrepreneur in the area of digital platforms 
described the need for our approach compellingly:

»I am convinced that Innoloft’s vision and technology 
will contribute to a substantial enhancement of the 
market conditions in Europe. 
[...]
This technology is urgently necessary to boost the 
European transition towards a digital economy. In 
order for the European innovation economy to 
flourish in the future, to develop new technologies and 
to create the optimal breeding ground for new 
innovative ventures, it is essential that the European 
economy catches up technologically, is consistently 
digitized and connected through a digital peer-to-peer 
layer as Innolofts solution provides.[...]«

»As the COVID-19 Crisis Reveals, Europe Urgently 
Needs to Digitize Its Industry. Europe needs a 
digital orchestrator«
Boston Consulting Group
Read the study

Recognized by 
agencies 
& innovators

»Europe must encourage the development of 
competitive B2B digital platforms [...] by 
creating the right framework conditions for their 
growth«
EU commission
Read the study

»I use Innoloft to make new contacts in the area of energy 
& innovation or to network with my peers in relevant 
business communities, this ecosystem is a great way for 
B2B networking«

Bénédicte Winter
Senior Manager

»I scan the startup market using the Innoloft ecosystem - 
they are always a competent partner to understand and 
evaluate new innovative technologies«Christoph Wiegmann

General Manager 

»I am using Innoloft for lead generation, to connect to 
decision makers in B2B & governments, understand their 
needs & apply to industry challenges - we are fans and I 
am using it weekly«

Thomas Grimm
Co-Founder

Leading German 
startup magazine 
awarded Innoloft 
#21 fastest 
growing German 
startup of 2019.

Leading German 
technical university 
RWTH Aachen 
awarded Innoloft 
the Spin-off Award 
for innovative tech 
ventures.

https://www.bcg.com/publications/2020/covid-crisis-reveals-europe-urgently-needs-industry-digitization
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/15856/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/native


Trusted tech provider 
for B2B clusters 
& governments

 ...LoftOS Industry Marketplaces ...

XMediq (Hospital Buyers & MedTech 
Corporates)

Space4Impact (SpaceTech)

XrConnect (Virtual Reality)

Texspace (Textile Engineering)

 ...LoftOS Communities ... 

Startport (Logistics)

DigitalHUB Aachen (Digitalisation)

BDEW (Energy)

Oesterreichs Energie (Energy)

Stiftung der deutschen Wirtschaft

INEXTR

 ...LoftOS Communities (Digital Fairs)...

Trade fair Essen (E-world)

Hannover Messe

Trade fair Hamburg (Wind energy)

Trade fair Frankfurt (ISH)

Trade fair Munich (Smarter-E)

 

 ...LoftOS Public Sector    .   

National Government of Canada

State Government of North-Rhine 
Westphalia

German Energy Agency

State Government of Brandenburg

Regional Government Ruhr-Area

Regional Government Rheinland

EnergyAgency.NRW (Energy)

City Government Aachen

Startups Turkey (YNK)

Starfrica (Germany-Africa)

 ...LoftOS Research Transfer ...

RWTH Aachen

TU Dresden

TU Darmstadt

FH Bochum, FH Dortmund

 .  Pilot LoftOS Enterprise     ...

Metro AG

Utility Oberhausen

Thüga AG

TransnetBW

Utility Koblenz

 ...Existing LoftOS clients: ... 
 ...see reference platforms & communities (scroll down & expand list) ...

»We are excited that the network platform can facilitate new 
projects between startups, investors, researchers and energy 
sector stakeholders«

Pia Dorfinger
Director SET German 

Energy Agency

»Our goal is to create the largest digital marketplace for 
medical devices in europe. When we found the Innoloft 
platform solution, it was immediately clear for us that it is 
exactly what we needed and our digital strategy had to be 
based on that tool.«

Dieter Zocholl
CEO Xmediq & Founder 

Health Proc Europe 
Association

»Innoloft is an invaluable partner for us in creating our state 
wide innovation ecosystem, not just because they interconnected 
all the hubs but also because they provided a unique B2B 
networking platform creating lasting relations between 
entrepreneurs and industry partners.«

Michael Geulen
Coach & Consultant

startups.nrw

https://innoloft.com/public/innoloft/ecosystem


Thank you for your interest in our platform 
technology. 

Get in touch and let’s find out how we can boost 
your economic development activities.

Sven Pietsch
CEO
s.pietsch@innoloft.com
+49 (0) 152 33668237

Christopher Stirner
CSO
c.stirner@innoloft.com
+49 (0) 152 53904068

Tomás Aguiar
Head of Business Development
t.aguiar@innoloft.com
+49 (0) 157 3470 1216

Book a meeting

https://calendly.com/t-aguiar/15min-1
https://calendly.com/t-aguiar/15min-1
https://calendly.com/t-aguiar/15min-1

